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Abstract
Based on the hydrological conditions of a hydropower station, the three-dimensional turbulent
flow in a Francis turbine with splitter blades was numerically simulated in sandy water. The
solid-liquid two-phase turbulent flow in the spiral case at different loads was numerically
analyzed in emphasis, including the distribution of pressure, sand volume and velocity on
different sections of the spiral case. The movement pattern of sandy water in the turbine spiral
case was studied. The results show that the pressure distribution in the spiral case varies
uniformly at different loads, a high pressure zone will be generated at the bottom of the spiral
case and a low pressure zone at the outlet; the spiral case bottom and the nose has the largest area
of sand and the highest sand volume fraction; with the increasing of the load, the high pressure
zone moves from the bottom to the exterior margin, the sand volume fraction decreases, and the
sediment-carrying capacity increases. At off-design conditions, the joint effect of sand abrasion
and cavitation will worsen the erosion of the spiral case.
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1. Introduction
Silt erosion in Francis turbines is a very serious problem and has caused huge losses to the
hydropower industry. The process of erosion damage is influenced by a number of factors,
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namely, the average velocity of particles, mass of particles, concentration of abrasive particles in
fluid, size distribution of particles, and their average grain size, angle of impingement, time
interval of the attack and the erosion resistance of structural material [1]. The flow in a turbine in
sediment-laden river is multi-phase flow. The complexity of the internal flow has been studied by
many scholars.
With the development of numerical methods [2-5] and experimental technologies in recent
years, many experts and scholars have studied the solid-liquid two-phase flow in turbines and
obtained some achievements. The influence of turbine performance by sediment concentration
was analyzed in sandy water. Liu, et al. numerically simulated the trajectory of sediment particles
in the three dimensional flow field in a turbine [6], and discussed the flow and hydraulic loss in
the turbine in sediment-laden flow and analyzed the sediment erosion of the turbine [7]. Takagi,
et al. reported the hydraulic performance tests on a Francis turbine model with sediment laden
flow in Japan, and showed that the turbine’s best efficiency decreased in direct proportion to the
increase in solids concentration [8]. Thapa, et al. optimized the turbine working in sediment-laden
flow through numerical simulation and experimental study which effectively reduces the
sediment erosion and improves the turbine efficiency [9]. Zhang, et al. analyzed the two-phase
flow mechanism in the flow components of a turbine and predicted the performance of a Francis
turbine operating in sandy river [10]. L. Weili, et al. studied the cavitation erosion characteristics
of axial-flow turbine in sediment-laden flow, and obtained the conclusion that turbine is more
prone to cavitate in sediment-laden flow than in clear water [11]. Peng, et al. simulated the liquidsolid two-phase flow in Francis turbines, and predicted the abrasion characteristics on the runner
blades and guide vanes with sediment flow [12]. The CFD software was used and secondly
developed to simulate the solid-liquid two-phase flow in turbines. Tang, et al. conducted
secondary development to CFD, and studied the solid-liquid two-phase flow in a Francis turbine
by using the improved algebraic model, and the simulated results are consistent with the actual
project [13]. The joint effect of sand wear and cavitation to the erosion of turbine components
was studied. Li and Carpenter found out that the flow surface of hydraulic machinery will be
damaged by the joint action of cavitation erosion and abrasion during the cavitation process in
sediment-laden flow, which is a failure mode different from cavitation erosion or abrasion, and
the level of destruction is much serious than that of single effect [14]. Li, et al. analyzed the inner
flow field of volute, explored and predicted the law of wear and cavitation [15]. Thapa, et al.
used the rotating disc apparatus (RDA) to study the synergistic effect of sediment erosion and
cavitation in hydraulic turbine components and turbine materials [16]. Wang, studied the
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influence of solid volume fractions on the performance of Francis turbines, and found that the
joint effect of cavitation and sand erosion will be aggravated with the increasing of solid volume
fractions [17]. Eltvik et al. investigated the relationships between the sediment erosion and
operating conditions of the turbine, and found that the erosion process is strongly dependent on
the operating conditions of the turbine [18].
However, the effects of operating conditions on the solid-liquid two-phase flow in the spiral
case are seldom studied. In this paper, the solid-liquid two-phase flow in a turbine spiral case as
affected by the operating conditions was numerically simulated in sandy river, the flow pattern in
the spiral case was analyzed and studied, and the sand erosion was numerically predicated.

2. Mathematical Model
The following assumptions have been made in this study:
 The liquid phase (water) is incompressible. The solid phase (sand) is continuous. The
physical properties of each phase are constants.
 The solid phase consists of sand particles spherical in shape and uniform in size.
 Neither the suspended matter nor the carrier liquid undergoes any phase change.
 Interactions between particles, as well as between particles and the wall are neglected.

2.1 Basic Equations of Solid-Liquid Two-Phase Flow
The motion equations of solid-liquid two-phase flow in the Eulerian coordinate system are as
follows [19]:
Liquid phase continuity equation:
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Solid phase continuity equation:
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Solid phase momentum equation:
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Where, Ф is a phase volume number, ФL+ФS=1, and the subscripts L and S represent the
liquid and solid phases, respectively; Ui and Vi are respectively the velocity components of the
liquid and solid phases; t is the time; x is the coordinate component, and the subscripts i and k are
the tensor coordinates; ρ is the material density of phases; ν is the kinematic viscosity coefficient;
P represents the gravity acceleration component; g is the component of gravity acceleration; B
represents the interaction coefficient between phases, B=18(1+B0)ρLνL/d2, where d is the particle
diameter. The introduction of B0 in it is to consider other factors besides the stokes linear
resistance. Generally speaking, B0 is not a constant, for it is related to flow field parameters such
as the particle Reynolds number.

2.2 Turbulence Calculation Model
The Standard k-ε model was used in this study, which can be written as:
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Where, k is the turbulent kinetic energy; ε is the energy dissipation rate; ui is the mean
velocity; μt is the turbulent viscosity; Gk is the turbulent kinetic energy caused by the average
velocity gradient; Gb represents the turbulent kinetic energy caused by buoyancy influence; YM
represents the influence of the total dissipation rate by the compressible turbulence fluctuation
expansion; σk and σε are the reciprocals of effective turbulent Prandtl numbers of the turbulent
kinetic energy k and dissipation rate ε; C1ε = 1.44, C2ε = 1.92, C3ε = 0.09 are default constants;
and Sk and Sε are the User-defined source terms.
This model has been used to simulate the solid-liquid two-phase turbulent flow in the runner
of Francis turbines used in Jinping II Hydropower Station on Yalong River in China, and has
been proved reliable [20].

3. Calculation Parameters
3.1 Basic Parameters of the Turbine
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The Francis turbine with splitter blades in Jinping II Hydropower Station on Yalong River
in China was selected, and the entire flow passage of this turbine was numerically simulated. The
turbine in this station is a vertical shaft Francis turbine, and the design parameters of the turbine
are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Design parameters of the turbine
Parameters

Value

Design head, Hd

288m

Design flow rate, Qd

228.6 m3/s

Design output, Nd

610 MW

Design speed, nd

166.7 r/min

Specific speed, NS

110

Runner inlet diameter, D1

6557 mm

Runner outlet diameter, D2

4600 mm

Number of long runner blades, Z’

15

Number of short runner blades, Z’’

15

Number of stay vanes, Z2

23

Number of wicket gates, Z1

24

On the basis of UG software platform [21], the digital geometry modeling of all flow
components was completed by using the data provided by the power station. The three
dimensional model of the spiral case is shown in Fig.1. And then, the CFD dedicated
preprocessor Gambit software was used to generate unstructured meshes of various flow
components, and the number of meshes in the whole flow passage is 2,193,457 which can meet
the independency requirement of less than 5%. The mesh diagram of the spiral case is shown in
Fig.2.
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Fig.1. Three dimensional model of the spiral case

Fig.2. Meshes of the spiral case

3.2 Calculation Parameters
Three conditions were selected according to the design parameters of the turbine and the
scope of its operating conditions. The volume fractions of sand in various conditions are listed in
Table 2. The particle sizes were provided by the power station, and the average particle diameter
was taken as 0.246mm.
Table 2. Statistics of CFD calculation conditions
Loading

Guide vane

Flow rate

Sand volume

situation

opening (°)

(m3/s)

fraction (%)

1

1/4

7.3

66.0

1.519

2

1/2

12.5

117.0

1.85

3

1/1

24

228.6

1.985

Condition

3.3 Boundary Conditions
The SIMPLE algorithm of standard k-ε model was adopted. The velocity inlet was used as
the inlet boundary conditions. The inlet velocity was determined according to the flow rate.
Assuming the incoming flow at the inlet is uniform and the inlet velocity is perpendicular to the
inlet boundary surface, the inlet velocities at various conditions can be calculated by using the
data in Table 2. For the outlet boundary conditions, the pressure outlet was determined according
to the suction height, its direction was perpendicular to the outlet surface, and the outlet section
pressure was calculated as 99,081 Pa. The velocity on the solid wall can meet the no-slip wall
condition, and the standard wall function was adopted for the near-wall area. While determining
the velocity and pressure of the inlet and outlet, the volume fraction and particle size of sand were
also provided.

4. Calculation Results and Analysis
According to the calculation parameters and by using the Fluent software and the established
numerical simulation model of solid-liquid two-phase turbulent flow, the two-phase flow in the
spiral case under three different load conditions were numerically simulated to obtain the
distributions of pressure, sand volume and velocity vector at different sections of the spiral case.
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4.1 Condition 1
In condition 1, the unit load is 1/4 of the rated load, the wicket gate opening is 7.3°, and the
flow rate is 66.0 m3/s. The distributions of pressure, sand volume fraction and velocity vector on
several sections of the spiral case were calculated, as shown from Fig.3.a to Fig.3.h.

a. Pressure distribution on section x-y

b. Sand volume fraction on section x-y

c. Velocity vector distribution of water on

d. Velocity vector distribution of sand on

section x-y

section x-y

e. Pressure distribution on section y-z

f. Sand volume fraction on section y-z
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g. Pressure distribution on section x-z

h. Sand volume fraction on section x-z

Fig.3. Distributions of pressure, sand volume fraction and velocity vector on different sections of
the spiral case in condition 1

It can be known from Fig.3.a to Fig.3.h that when the load of the unit is 1/4 (condition 1),
the pressure distributions on various sections of the spiral case have a few differences and are
basically changing uniformly. The pressure is gradually reducing along the radial direction from
the spiral case inlet to the outlet. It has good symmetry in circumferential direction and basically
follows the cylindrical layer independence assumption. On sections y-z and x-z, the high pressure
zone is mainly concentrated at the bottom of the spiral case closing to lateral area, and the low
pressure zone is always at the spiral case outlet near the stay ring. The sand volume fractions on
different sections of the spiral case are non-uniform. From the spiral case inlet to the outlet, the
sand volume fraction has a general decreasing trend. The sand volume fraction on the upper part
of the spiral case is low, while higher at the bottom near the stay ring, which indicates that the
sand will settle down at the bottom of the spiral case. In this condition, the flow rate is small, so
does the sediment-carrying capacity. Due to gravity, sand will settle down at the bottom of the
spiral case very easily. On section x-y, the velocity vector distributions of water and sand are
roughly uniform. The velocity is gradually increasing from the inlet to the outlet along the
circumferential direction, and the velocity near the nose is high. The velocity has a trend of
gradual decreasing along the flow direction in the spiral case. The velocity vector distributions of
water and sand are basically consistent.

4.2 Condition 2
In condition 2, the unit load is 1/2 of the rated load, the wicket gate opening is 12.5°, and the
flow rate is 117.0 m3/s. The distributions of pressure, sand volume fraction and velocity vector on
several sections of the spiral case were calculated, as shown from Fig.4.a to Fig.4.h.
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a. Pressure distribution on section x-y

b. Sand volume fraction on section x-y

c. Velocity vector distribution of water on

d. Velocity vector distribution of sand on

section x-y

section x-y

e. Pressure distribution on section y-z

f. Sand volume fraction on section y-z

g. Pressure distribution on section x-z

h. Sand volume fraction on section x-z

Fig.4. Distributions of pressure, sand volume fraction and velocity vector on different
sections of the spiral case in condition 2
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It can be known from Fig.4.a to Fig.4.h that when the load of single unit is 1/2 (condition 2),
the pressure distributions on various sections of the spiral case are not much different from
condition 1, and the changes are uniform. The pressure is gradually reducing along the radial
direction from the spiral case inlet to the outlet. It has good symmetry in circumferential direction
and basically follows the cylindrical layer independence assumption. On sections y-z and x-z, the
high pressure zone is mainly concentrated on the lateral of the spiral case, which is closer to the
horizontal section than condition 1. The low pressure zone is mainly distributed at the spiral case
outlet near the stay ring, which is basically consistent with condition 1. The sand volume
fractions on different sections of the spiral case are less uniformly distributed. From the spiral
case inlet to the outlet, the sand volume fraction has a general increasing trend, and the sand
volume fraction at the nose is slightly high. The sand volume fraction on the upper part of the
spiral case is low, while higher at the bottom near the stay ring, which indicates that the sand has
a trend to settle down at the bottom of the spiral case. In this condition, the sand volume fraction
is slightly lower than that of condition 1, while the distribution area of higher sand volume
fraction is larger than that of condition 1. On section x-y, the velocity vector distributions of
water and sand are roughly uniform. On the circumferential direction, the velocity is gradually
increasing from the inlet to the outlet along the radial direction, and the velocity near the nose is
high. The velocity has a trend of gradual decreasing along the flow direction into the spiral case,
which is basically consistent with condition 1. The velocity vector distributions of water and sand
are basically consistent with condition 1.

4.3 Condition 3
In condition 3, the unit is in full load, the wicket gate opening is 24°, and the flow rate is
228.6 m3/s. The distributions of pressure, sand volume fraction and velocity vector on several
sections of the spiral case were calculated, as shown from Fig.5.a to Fig.5.h.
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a. Pressure distribution on section x-y

b. Sand volume fraction on section x-y

c. Velocity vector distribution of water on

d. Velocity vector distribution of sand on

section x-y

section x-y

e. Pressure distribution on section y-z

f. Sand volume fraction on section y-z

g. Pressure distribution on section x-z

h. Sand volume fraction on section x-z

Fig.5. Distributions of pressure, sand volume fraction and velocity vector on different
sections of the spiral case in condition 3

When the load of single unit is full (condition 3), the pressure distributions on various
sections of the spiral case have a few differences, and the changes are basically uniform. The
pressure is gradually reducing along the radial direction from the spiral case inlet to the outlet. It
has good symmetry in circumferential direction and basically follows the cylindrical layer
independence assumption. On sections y-z and x-z, the high pressure zone is mainly concentrated
on the lateral of the spiral case, and the high pressure zone is more symmetrical than that in
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conditions 1 and 2. The low pressure zone is always at the spiral case outlet near the stay ring,
which is consistent with that of conditions 1 and 2. The sand volume fractions on different
sections of the spiral case are less uniformly distributed. From the spiral case inlet to the outlet,
the sand volume fraction has a general increasing trend, and the sand volume fraction at the nose
is high. The sand volume fraction at the bottom of the spiral case is also high, which indicates
that the sand has a trend to settle down at the bottom of the spiral case. The sand volume fraction
in condition 3 is lower than that of conditions 1 and 2, but the area of high sand volume fraction
is larger than that of conditions 1 and 2. On section x-y, the velocity vector distributions of water
and sand are roughly uniform. On the circumferential direction, the velocity is gradually
increasing from the inlet to the outlet along the radial direction, and the velocity near the nose is
high. The velocity has a trend of gradual decreasing along the flow direction into the spiral case,
which is basically consistent with conditions 1 and 2. The velocity vector distributions of water
and sand are basically consistent with conditions 1 and 2.

5. Conclusion
The following conclusions can be obtained through the analyses:
1) Under various conditions, the pressure distribution in the spiral case is changing
uniformly. The pressure is gradually reducing along the radial direction from the spiral case inlet
to the outlet in each condition, and basically follows the cylindrical layer independence
assumption. There is a high pressure zone at the bottom of the spiral case close to the outer
margin and a low pressure zone at the spiral case outlet near the stay ring. With the increasing of
load, the high pressure zone gradually moves from the bottom to the horizontal exterior margin of
the spiral case.
2) Under various conditions, the sand distribution area at the bottom of the spiral case and
near the nose is large, and the sand volume fraction is high. Therefore, damages of the nose by
sand can be quantitatively predicated under various conditions. The sand has a trend to settle
down at the bottom of the spiral case. With the increasing of load, the sand volume fraction at the
bottom decreases.
3) The sediment-carrying capacity increases with the flow rate. With the increasing of load,
the guide vane opening increases, the sand volume fraction increases, and the velocity of
sediment-laden flow accelerates, while the sand settled down at the bottom of the spiral case
reduces. Sand will wear the flow components at any condition, especially in cavitation condition.
If deviating from the design condition, the damages of the turbine by sediment-laden water will
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be intensified, and this will significantly affect the energy characteristics of the unit. The research
results show that the lethal damage to the turbine is the joint action of sand abrasion and
cavitation. These two factors promote each other all the time and accelerate the damages to the
flow components, especially at off-design conditions. To guarantee the safety and stable
operation of power station units, the power station shall operate to avoid the adverse conditions.
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